
Empire Examples: RAD 

First of all Thanks for feedback 
Everybody has been wonderful 
Thanks for the support! 
This is one big pitch 
 
Results of Empire Training 
This is something we almost never do 
All of the examples are from the conference 
These turnarounds were lightning fast 
 
This is what EVERYBODY wants. 
 
Quick Recap 
Using RAD (willpower, discipline, Badassery in general) 
Determine your PASSION 
Build your company Subtractively  (Everything improves every week) 
 
This call had over 5,000 registers 
We have a handful (if that) slots left 
All of your funds will go to great causes 
To get going get in touch with Chad immediately (as in tonight please) 
 
Remember 
All these examples are from the conference until today 
This is exactly what we can do for you tonight 
We’ve MADE slots open for Margaret, so it really is just tonight (sorry!) 
All participants are on the line 
Examples are all over the board and just a small sample 
No marketing, positioning, huge makeovers, etc. 
Brilliance Implemented, Brilliantly Implemented 
 
Dentist wants to go swimming with sharks. 
Decides he will pursue aquatic passion 
In his business help was not-ideal, he was the artist dragging them 
Weekly meeting and biggest challenges were getting Team to perform 
Outlined Policies/meetings for his salespeople to hit $20k (they came up with the Policies) 
    Patients called and checked on, asked for referrals 
    Best patients got a party thrown for them 
    That’s it - salesman income from $2,500 to $6k in one month 
Now he’s swamped with work, now second HUGE problem was hiring 

Doctors always quit 
Interviewing was time consuming 
Policies (in just two TB) record an audio, pay for the ARTIST and screen applicants 
Went from 20-30 interviews before picking one to having two interviews and hiring the 
best he’s ever had - now he spends two days versus six, net income has more than 
tripled - and he’s swimming with the sharks 



Lesson: Referral parties, hiring audio and paying for the BEST - THE ARTIST 
 
Vet 
Executive position with construction company 
Decides to focus on animal care business (suffering) 
Meeting determines challenge was not knowing “anything” 
Interviews are Policized - three a week 
    Learns that big guys are getting referrals from specialists 
    After THREE weeks we ask for referrals in the interview 
    Company doubles in 10 days, doubles again in 30 days - new office 
Lesson: By slowly getting better at just interviews (with RAD) business has quadrupled 
 
Event Coordinator Turns to Golf 
13 employees with little to no growth 
Takes top salesperson and has meetings for one week to isolate her Policies 
    She partnered with large hotels for intros 
    Took schedule of Events and contact other partners to offer discount 
    We just added numbers and time frames 
These Policies become Policies for everybody - every week “falloff” is countered 
Gradual improvement - 45 days later volume from top three was more than all 13 
Less than $2.5, over $5M in less than 45 days 
Fourteen calls to 10 calls to five conference calls and more golf in a week than in a year 
 
Political consultant moves to boats 
Deep passion to sell boats, live on a boat, be on the seas, etc 
Instead of investing cash or continuing to subsidize - Policized what it would take to hit $30k 
    Proactive TB - 1-2 out of 3 of his best clients were retirees 
    Using a TOT at first to open contact with retirement home community directors, agents 
    First hired two interns to test Policies, then his first TT with a five day trial  (1-3 
appointments a day) 
    30 days more contracts than in last two years - all with conference calls 
    60 days moving to FL on track to replace his six figure income 
 
Software developer moves to video games 
“Too much competition” in video games 
Settling on other jobs 
Meetings: gatekeepers identified, 3-5 minutes calls with a TOT to determined follow up 
    Call, email, fax, FedEx 
    Every week revisited 
    11 contacts - NONE responded for one month, two months, after 60 days... 
$3M contract - EA and Activision fighting 
Lesson: Start contacting gatekeepers, and don’t stop - just a few minutes a week. 
 
Medical practice “loses” office and staff of 20+... and makes more money 
Initially we thought we were trying to grow company - really we needed to maintain income 
He was crazy about airplanes... but “no money in them” 
Wanted to sell company, but no reliable doctors hired 
THOUGHT he couldn’t send patients because it was illegal 



This all kept his hands tied for over six years 
RAD 
Meeting how do we deal with legality - legal team - interviews 
Three proactive interviews a week, second week we had a specialized attorney drop the bomb 
He can send patients with proper ownership 
Policy: interview doctors/partners - at least one a day 
One week: three potentials 
Policy: slowly send patients 
30-45 days he had two partners and began moving all patients 
Now two staff members and income is still over $500,000 
Lesson: Your biggest challenges will ALL disappear with RAD 
 
Motorcycle Dealerships 
One TB used to determined BTC, found they needed bad credit buyers 

Changed headlines 
Began interviews - swapped clients 

Implemented in two stores, saw 400% increase in one week 
Four more - immediate boost, then nothing 
Setting meetings, Policies, etc. and within 30 days the worst numbers were 2X 
Lesson: Focusing on just two items has added over $3M in less than 60 days 
     
Real estate group. 
Challenge: Agents suck 
After a few weeks of RAD interviews with other top agents to get Policies 
Those calls were given to his agents 
In less than 30 days from doing that more on track for 100k 
Owner on track for $1M 
First time ads for 30k ever ran, best response rate in over 10 years. 
Lesson: Just by setting simple interviews and doing calls, everything can change. 
 
Convenience store chain 
Sporadic performance because of “area” 
Top performers interviewed 
    Sell items at counter 
    Track food closer 
Policized for bottom 30%, together they have never posted better numbers - 60 days. 
 
Online Casinos 
One TB determined what worked best in last two years were radio ads 
Problem was not enough leads, 3-5 meeting to fix over 11 days best idea was - 
Track numbers, show radio station and agree to pay per call/sale 
Normally 15-20 clients/week, now over 5-15/day - in less than 30 days over 100/day 
Lesson: Policizing and revisiting ONE problem over 11 days created a monstrous stream - what 
worked best and how to scale it. 


